
Rio de Janeiro Accommodation Guide: Yacht Club Proximity and Diverse Stay 
Options for the 2024 World 420 Class Championship

As you gear up for the highly anticipated World 420 Class Championship at the Rio de Janeiro Yacht Club, we're 
excited to present you with a curated selection of accommodation options that promise both comfort and 
convenience.

Please note that while these rates are standard, they can change based on availability and your booking preferences. These rates 
can fluctuate, so booking early increases your chances of securing the listed tariff. However, please be aware that these rates 
are not guaranteed.
We are happy to fulfill special requests that could enhance your experience even more. To make reservations or ask questions, 
please directly contact Mr. Eduardo Ozellim. Your comfort and satisfaction are our top priorities.

Welcome to the 2024 World 420 Class Championship in Rio de Janeiro!

1. WINDSOR FLORIDA (CATETE)

2. WINDSOR PLAZA (COPACABANA)

Type: Single Room
Daily Rate: R$ 578,00 
Website: Windsor Florida

Type: Single Room
Daily Rate: R$ 741,00 
Website: Windsor Plaza

3. HOTEL AUGUSTOS (COPACABANA)
Type: Standard Room
Daily Rate: R$ 822,00 
Website: Hotel Augustos

4. RIO OTHON PALACE (COPACABANA)

Mr. Eduardo Ozellim Contact: +55 21 99777 8777 

Type: A DEFINIR
Daily Rate: R$ A DEFINIR 
Website: Rio Othon Hotel Palace

Airbnb and Diverse Options: Should you prefer a more personalized and diverse lodging experience, Airbnb is an 
excellent choice in Rio de Janeiro. This platform offers a range of accommodation styles, from cozy apartments to 
spacious homes, all providing a unique perspective of the city's charm. We're at your service to assist you in 
selecting the perfect Airbnb option that aligns with your preferences and needs.

Getting Around: Navigating Rio de Janeiro is made effortless with readily available Uber and taxi services. The 
city's comprehensive transportation network ensures seamless travel between your selected accommodation and 
the esteemed Yacht Club.



Kindly be reminded that tap water in Rio is not suitable for consumption. We recommend 
bottled water to keep you hydrated throughout your stay.

Be sure to indulge in Rio's culinary delights, ranging from the iconic Feijoada, a tasty Barbecue 
to the delectable Açaí bowls.

Exercise caution in your surroundings, particularly within bustling areas. Safeguard your 
belongings and minimize the display of valuables.

As we extend a warm welcome to the World 420 Class Championship in Rio de Janeiro, we are confident that this 
guide will assist you in arranging an enjoyable and memorable stay. Embrace the excitement of the Yacht Club event 
and immerse yourself in the city's vibrant culture. If you require any further assistance or have specific requests, please 
do not hesitate to contact us.

WISHING YOU SAFE TRAVELS

LOCAL TIPS:

TRANSFER CONTACT:

Feel free to make your reservation directly. This list includes a few options near the club
https://all.accor.com/hotel/7547/index.en.shtml

https://all.accor.com/hotel/9631/index.pt-br.shtml?utm_campaign=seo+maps&utm_medium=seo+maps&utm_source=
google+Maps

https://www.lobie.com.br/unidade/34

For those planning to enjoy Rio's pristine beaches, remember to pack sunscreen, towels, and 
suitable beach attire.

For those interested in planning a tourist trip, this is the official website of the Rio de Janeiro 
State Government, which can help you learn more about the beauties of Rio. 
Visit https://riotur.rio/en/welcome/

For airport transfers to your accommodation, you can reach out to Mr. Eduardo Ozellim at the following contact 
number: +55 21 99777 8777.

Furthermore, if you're looking to explore the vibrant city of Rio de Janeiro and its numerous attractions, Mr. 
Eduardo is also at your service. He can help you plan and arrange sightseeing adventures, ensuring you make the 
most of your time in this captivating destination.

If anyone from your delegation would like to stay in a sailor's home, we'll be ready to try to accommodate! 
Feel free to contact Elisa via WhatsApp at +55 21 991149113


